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A Power-Efficient Approach to
Adaptive Polling Protocols for Wireless LANs

P. Nicopolitidis, G. I. Papadimitriou, Senior Member, IEEE, T. D. Lagkas, and A. S. Pomportsis

Abstract— This paper proposes the Low Power Adaptive
Polling (LPOAP) MAC protocol for infrastructure Wireless
LANs (WLANs). It operates efficiently under bursty traffic and
can reduce mobile power consumption without performance
penalties.

Index Terms— Low power MAC, adaptive polling, learning
automata.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to LPOAP, which is based on the LEAP
protocol [1], the mobile station that will transmit is

selected by the Access Point (AP) by means of a pursuit
Learning Automaton. The AP uses the network feedback
information to update the choice probabilities of the mobile
stations. We implement the low-power option via utilizing a
control packet to reduce power consumption in medium to
high network loads.

II. THE LPOAP PROTOCOL

In the LPOAP protocol, the AP is equipped with a Contin-
uous Pursuit Reward-Penalty (CPR−P ) Learning Automaton
[2]. Pursuit schemes derive from the classical Learning Au-
tomata and have been shown to be more efficient in terms
of convergence speed. According to the proposed scheme
the AP contains the normalized choice probability Pi(j) for
each mobile station i under its coordination. According to the
CPR−P learning mechanism the AP also keeps a vector d that
contains the running estimates of the environmental reward for
the selection of each mobile station.

At the beginning of each polling cycle j, the AP
polls according to the normalized choice probabilities.
The protocol uses four control packets, POLL, NO DATA,
BUFF DATA and ACK whose durations are tPOLL,
tNO DATA, tBUFF DATA and tACK respectively.

As far as power consumption at the radio level is concerned,
we consider that each station can be at one of the following
power states: a) Transmit (TRM) state, b) Receive (REC) state,
in which a mobile station operates when it receives a packet
either with or without bit errors, c) Idle (IDLE) state, in which
a mobile station operates when it neither transmits or receives
but keeps its transceiver switched on and d) Doze (DOZE)
state, in which a mobile station operates when it turns the
electrical circuit of its transceiver off.

Initially, all mobile stations are in the IDLE state. Assuming
that the AP polls mobile station k at time position t which
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marks the beginning of polling cycle j, the propagation delay
is tPROP DELAY and a station’s DATA transmission takes
tDATA time to complete, the following events are possible:

1) The poll is received at station k at time t + tPOLL +
tPROP DELAY . Then:

• If station k does not have a buffered packet, it
immediately responds to the AP with a NO DATA
packet. If the AP correctly receives the NO DATA
packet it immediately proceeds to poll the next
station. This poll is initiated at time t + tPOLL +
2 ∗ tPROP DELAY + tNO DATA. In case of no
reception at the AP the next poll begins at time
t + tPOLL + 4 ∗ tPROP DELAY + tBUFF DATA +
tDATA + tACK . In both of the above cases the
Automaton in the AP increases the choice proba-
bility of station v having the highest current reward
estimate dv and then lowers the value of the re-
ward estimate dk of station k. The environmental
response b(j) in this case equals 1.

• If station k has a buffered DATA packet, it responds
to the AP with a BUFF DATA packet with the ad-
dress addr of the receiver of its DATA packet piggy-
backed on BUFF DATA. Every mobile station with
address other than addr that receive BUFF DATA
will know that there is no reason to retain its radio
transceiver on, so it goes to the DOZE state and will
return to the IDLE state after the time interval that
is needed for the DATA packet to be successfully
delivered. Station k transmits the DATA packet to
its destination and waits for an acknowledgment
(ACK) packet. After the poll, the AP monitors
the wireless medium for a time interval equal to
tBUFF DATA+tDATA+tACK+3∗tPROP DELAY .
If it correctly receives one or more of BUFF DATA,
DATA, ACK, it concludes that station k received
the poll and has one or more buffered data packets.
Thus, the AP raises the choice probability of station
v having the highest current reward estimate dv

and then raises the value of the reward estimate
dk of station k. The environmental response b(j)
in this case equals 0. However, if the AP does
not receive feedback, it concludes that it cannot
communicate with station k and proceeds with the
next poll at time t+ tPOLL +4 ∗ tPROP DELAY +
tBUFF DATA + tDATA + tACK . In that case the
Automaton in the AP will increase the choice prob-
ability of station v with the highest current reward
estimate dv and then lower the value of the reward
estimate dk of station k. In this case b(j)=1.
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2) The poll is not received at station k, k does not respond
to the AP and the AP proceeds to poll the next station at
time t+ tPOLL +4∗ tPROP DELAY + tBUFF DATA +
tDATA +tACK . In this case the AP increases the choice
probability of station v with the highest current reward
estimate dv and then lowers the value of the reward
estimate dk of station k. In this case again b(j)=1.

From the above discussion, it is obvious that the learning
algorithm takes into account both the bursty nature of the
traffic and the bursty appearance of errors over the wireless
medium. The CPR−P algorithm is employed after each poll
and is described in Figure 1. N is the number of mobile
stations, L is the learning speed parameter, 0 < L < 1, di(j)
is a vector with reward estimates for each station i at cycle
j, v is the index of the maximum value of d(j), ev is a unit
N -vector with 1 in the mth coordinate, Wi(j) is the number
of times the ith station has been rewarded up to cycle j, Zi(j)
is the number of times the ith station has been selected up to
cycle j, and b(j) is the environmental response after polling
station k at cycle j.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Using simulation, we assessed a) the performance of
LPOAP against the RAP, GRAP and GRAPO ([3], [4]) polling
protocols in bursty WLANs and b) the gain in power efficiency
in LPOAP due to its power-saving mechanism. We did not
simulate the power consumption of RAP, GRAP and GRAPO
because a) these have worse performance than LPOAP for
medium and high loads as indicated by the performance results
and b) every mobile station must be constantly ”awake” in
these protocols as it has no way to know in advance whether it
will be or not the intended receiver of the packet transmitted by
the polled mobile station. Thus, these protocols cannot support
a DOZE state.

We simulated two configurations: Network N1, a 10-mobile
station network characterized by low-grade bursty traffic
(mean burst length and station buffer size both equal to 10
data packets) and Network N2, a 5-mobile station network
characterized by high-grade bursty traffic (mean burst length
equal to 1000 data packets and station buffer size of 3 data
packets). The bursty traffic is produced as in [1].

In our simulation model, the condition of any wireless link
was modeled using a finite state machine with three states
[1]. State G, denotes that the wireless link is in a relatively
”clean” condition and is characterized by a small BER, given
by the parameter G BER and the corresponding Data Packet
Error Rate is given by the parameter G DPER. State B,
denotes that the wireless link is in a condition characterized
by increased BER, which is given by the parameter B BER
and the corresponding Data Packet Error Rate is given by
the parameter B DPER. State H, denotes that the pair of
communicating stations is out of range of one another. The
time spent by a link in states G, B and H are exponentially
distributed, but with different average values, given by the
parameters TG, TB, TH respectively. The status of a link
probabilistically changes between the three states. When a link
is in state G (or B) and its status is about to change, it transits
either to state H, with probability given by the parameter Ph,

Fig. 1. The CPR−P algorithm.
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Fig. 2. The delay versus throughput characteristics of LPOAP, RAP, GRAP
and GRAPO when applied to network N1.

or to state B (or G), with probability 1-Ph. When a link spent
its time in state H, it transits either to state G or B, with the
same probability (0.5).

We set G BER = 10−10, B BER = 10−4 and the DATA
packet size to 6400 bits. This gives G DPER = 0.64 ∗ 10−6

and B DPER = 0.47. We also set TG=50 sec, TB=10 sec,
TH=5 sec and Ph =0.1. Simulation measurements have shown
that this configuration yields an average data packet error rate
around 10%. The learning parameter L of the pursuit Learning
Automaton was set to 0.9. We also set LRAP =2 [3] and the
number of random addresses in RAP, GRAP and GRAPO was
set to PRAP = 5 [3]. The size of MAC control packets is
160 bits and the overhead for the orthogonal transmission of
the random addresses in RAP, GRAP and GRAPO is set to
five times the size of the poll packet, as in [3]. The wireless
medium bit rate is set to 1 Mbps. The propagation delay
between any two stations is set to 1 µsec. Moreover, as done
in other low-power MAC protocols [5], power consumption
at the TRM, REC, IDLE and DOZE states are 1.65W, 1.4W,
1.15W and 0.045W respectively.

Figures 2-4 present the simulation results we have obtained
and lead to the following conclusions:

1) LPOAP performance superiority. LPOAP has superior
performance (Figures 2 and 3) to RAP, GRAP and
GRAPO, as it is collision-free and has less overhead
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Fig. 3. The delay versus throughput characteristics of LPOAP, RAP, GRAP
and GRAPO when applied to network N2.
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Fig. 4. Average mobile power consumption for LPOAP.

for a DATA packet transmission. LPOAP requires an
overhead of three control packets per DATA packet
(POLL, BUFF DATA, ACK). RAP, GRAP and GRAPO
can transmit at most five DATA packets per with an over-
head of sixteen control packets, for LRAP =1, (READY,
CDMA transmission of random addresses which is equal
to five times the duration of a control packet, five POLL
packets, five ACK packets) yielding an overhead of
3.2 control packets per DATA packet. However, this
scenario seldomly occurs due to the increasing number
of collisions in RAP when the number of active stations
per polling cycle approaches the number of random
addresses, PRAP . This happens in high loads and in

such cases the increased number of collisions a) reduces
the throughput of RAP at high loads and b) at the same
time the average delay is also increased a lot [1]. These
two remarks explain the curve of RAP at high loads in
Figure 2. Finally, under heavy bursty traffic conditions

(Figure 3) the number of active stations per polling cycle
is significantly less than PRAP , resulting in increased
overhead per DATA packet for RAP, GRAP and GRAPO
when compared to LPOAP.

2) Increased power efficiency of LPOAP. When LPOAP
utilizes the BUFF DATA control packet to inform mo-
bile stations to go to the DOZE power state, its average
power consumption is significantly reduced. This can be
seen from Figure 4. These power savings increase for
an increasing load as in such conditions, the learning
mechanism almost always polls mobile stations that
have a buffered packet, a fact that leads the other
mobile stations to go to the DOZE state. Contrary,
in low offered loads, polled stations are most of the
time idle and thus the other mobile stations seldomly
go to the DOZE state. Moreover, we see more power
gains in N1 than N2 because in networks with more
mobile stations (N1), each data packet transmission from
a polled mobile station results to a transition to the
DOZE state of a larger percentage of mobile stations.
Finally, the low-power operation does not impact the
performance of LPOAP, as the results in Figures 2, 3
were obtained for the low-power mode of LPOAP and
are identical to those we obtained for LEAP. This is a
positive property as although it is indeed desirable it is
not always possible for MAC protocols [6].

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the LPOAP MAC protocol for infras-
tructure WLANs. It operates efficiently under burtsy traffic and
can reduce mobile power consumption without performance
penalties.
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